Group-Based and Individually Delivered LiFE: Content Evaluation and Predictors of Training Response – A Dose-Response Analysis
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Introduction: Lifestyle-integrated Functional Exercise (LiFE) is an effective, individually delivered fall prevention program but comes with substantial resource requirements; hence, a group-format was developed (gLiFE). This study 1) evaluates the program content of two different LiFE formats (group vs individual) and 2) examines the relationship between predictors of training response (dose) and improvements in balance, strength, and physical activity (PA) (response).

Material and Methods: The analysis included n = 252 (gLiFE = 126, LiFE = 126) community-dwelling older adults (78.6±5.2 years). LiFE was administered in seven sessions either in a group (gLiFE: 8–12 participants) or individually at home (LiFE). Questionnaire-based, descriptive content evaluation (frequency distributions) included reported frequency of practice (days/week, number of activities), activity preferences, safety, intensity, integrability of activities, and acceptance after 6 months of LiFE practice. Predictors (ie, dose [reported frequency and intensity], safety, and integrability of activities) for improvements in balance, strength, and PA were analyzed using radar charts.

Results: In both formats, 11.2 activities were practiced on average. Strength activities were more frequently selected than balance. Content evaluation showed some marginal advantages for the LiFE participants for selected aspects. The effects on balance, strength, and PA were nearly similar in both groups. Participants who performed balance activities more frequently (≥4 days/week) scored better in the balance and PA domain. Those who performed strength activities more frequently (≥4 days/week) performed better in all three outcomes. Higher perceived safety was associated with better performance. Those who reported activities as “not physically exhausting” performed better in all three outcomes. Those who found activities easily integrable into daily routines scored higher in the balance and strength domain.

Discussion and Conclusion: Overall, both program formats are comparable with respect to content evaluation and effects. Participants need to perceive the activities as safe, not exhausting, and should practice ≥4 days/week to generate a high benefit from the intervention.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03462654. Registered on 12 March 2018.
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Introduction

Deterioration in motor capacity and performance accelerates from the seventh decade of life.¹ This can lead to reduced mobility, illness, limited independence, increasing need for care and higher mortality.¹–⁴ Falls play a major role in this regard due to their strong connection to motor capacity, their high incidence in older age, and severe outcomes such as hip and wrist fractures.⁵,⁶ As a major means to counteract this possible chain of events, health care systems must shift
focus from treatment towards promoting an active and healthy lifestyle. Multifactorial training consisting of balance and strength exercises for lower limbs have been effective in reducing falls. In addition, training concepts should be tailored individually, adapting their contents to the respective person and their individual circumstances. However, this is a time, resource, and cost consuming process. Latest results from Sherrington et al show that exercise programs delivered in a group are also successful in terms of fall prevention.

Up to now there are structured training concepts specifically developed for the prevention of functional decline and falls in older adults, which prevalently lack sustainability and adherence. This fact is mainly observed in structured training formats including standardized exercises, pre-specified repetition numbers and intensity. Older adults in general prefer exercises that are integrable into their everyday life. This approach of lifestyle-integrated training in general has shown positive effects on fall prevention. The Lifestyle-integrated Functional Exercise (LiFE) program is a home-based exercise program developed as an alternative approach to structured exercise programs. LiFE aims to embed balance and strength activities and activities to increase physical activity (PA) into daily routines to create new movement habits and thereby prevent falls. LiFE facilitates long-term adherence through its timesaving and flexible options to be active at any time and in any place during the day. Although the execution of LiFE activities is timesaving and due to the renunciation of materials cost-effective for the participants, the training and teaching of LiFE is the opposite. The individual one-to-one teaching of the program over seven home visits is a cost- and time-consuming delivery format from trainers’ perspective which hampers LiFE’s large-scale implementability. Therefore, as part of the LiFE-is-LiFE project, the original LiFE program was adapted into a group format (gLiFE) and tested in a pilot study as well as in a randomized trial for its non-inferiority compared to the individually delivered LiFE format in reducing activity-adjusted fall incidence and intervention costs.

Although the main outcome remained inconclusive, findings from the LiFE-is-LiFE trial highlight that gLiFE was associated with lower intervention costs and the increase in walking activity was significantly higher compared to LiFE while at the same time reduction in falls was somewhat lower in gLiFE compared to LiFE. Those results suggest that gLiFE is an attractive alternative from a payer’s and individual perspective and both formats come with important effects and benefits. A detailed cost-effectiveness analysis of the LiFE-is-LiFE trial shows that the group program might be cost-effective for increasing PA but was unlikely to be cost-effective for preventing falls in older adults.

To complement those previous findings, gain a deeper insight into the effectiveness of both LiFE formats and to better understand who could benefit most from the two different formats (gLiFE and LiFE) and why, a detailed dose-response analysis is needed. A dose-response-analysis describes the relationship and magnitude of the response of an organism (functional improvement) to a stimulus (training stimulus) after a certain time. To identify the optimal level of exercise required for effective interventions in older adults, investigating the dose-response relationship of exercise on physical functioning is considered important. Typical dose parameters are training intensity, frequency, type of exercise (balance or strength activities), and duration. Adherence must be distinguished from the training dose as it is typically defined as attendance (ie, does a participant take part in the training session or not). Since the LiFE program does not contain any repetition or duration information, this cannot be separated clearly. As perceived safety influences adherence in general in older adults when undertaking exercise programs, safety can also influence training frequency and intensity and thus influence the dose. Another barrier for being physically active in older adults is a perceived lack of time. Integrating LiFE activities into daily routine offers the opportunity to save time. This in combination with the desire of older adults to be able to integrate activities into life, influences training adherence in general and hence dose.

To the best of our knowledge, the effects of those training parameters listed below (predictors/dose) on the physical function (response) of older adults have neither been analyzed in general exercise programs nor in the LiFE program, yet. Therefore, the program content of the two different LiFE formats regarding perceived safety and the acceptance of the LiFE program was evaluated. Furthermore, the objective of this study was to examine the relationship between predictors of training response for the different formats activity frequency, perceived safety during performing the LiFE activities, degree of physical exertion of the activities, and the ability to integrate the LiFE activities into daily routine (dose), and the clinical outcomes in terms of functional improvement in balance, strength and PA (response).
Materials and Methods
Study Design
The LiFE-is-LiFE trial was a multi-center, single-blinded non-inferiority trial at the Network Aging Research (Heidelberg, Germany) and the Robert Bosch Hospital (Stuttgart, Germany). The study protocol was published previously. Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethic Review Board of the Faculty of Behavioral and Cultural Studies at Heidelberg University (Schwe2017 2/1–1) and for Stuttgart from the ethics committee at the medical faculty of the Eberhard-Karls-University Tübingen (770/2016BO1). The study was registered on 12 March 2018 at Clinical Trials (Clinicaltrials.gov, NCT03462654) and was in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave written informed consent at their first screening visit at the respective study site.

Participants
Participant recruitment started in April 2018. Persons 70 years and older were mainly recruited via personalized invitation letters using data from municipal registration offices in Heidelberg and Stuttgart. Interest and eligibility for participation was determined through a structured telephone interview and an on-site screening (details listed in the study protocol). To ensure external validity all in- and exclusion criteria were chosen in accordance with previous studies. German-speaking, community-dwelling older adults aged 70 years and older who were able to walk at least 200m with or without walking aid were included in the study if they had either a) at least one injurious fall within the past 12 months or b) more than one non-injurious fall within the past 12 months or c) described a perceived decline in balance and needed more than 12 seconds for the “Timed Up-and-Go test”. Exclusion criteria were regular participation in structured exercise more than once a week or moderate to vigorous PA for more than 150 minutes per week in the last three months; moderate to severe cognitive problems (Montreal Cognitive Assessment <23 points); current participation in another scientific trial; severe medical conditions (exhaustive list of the inclusion and exclusion criteria in study protocol).

Assessments and Outcome Measures
After determination of eligibility as part of telephone and in-house screenings, participants were assessed at baseline (T1), 6 months ± 2 weeks (T2), and 12 months ± 2 weeks (T3) after the first intervention session. After baseline assessment, participants were randomized into gLiFE or LiFE. Screening and assessments were led by trained assessors blinded towards group allocation. All questions for preparatory content evaluation and data for dose-response analysis were assessed at follow-up after 6 months (T2) retrospectively for the last four weeks’ by questionnaires. Those previously used self-report questionnaires were adapted for the group format in the LiFE-is-LiFE non-inferiority trial.

Content Evaluation
For content evaluation of the LiFE activities, the total number of LiFE activities which have been performed per week (divided into balance and strength activities) as well as how often each single LiFE activity was chosen by participants were analyzed descriptively. The frequency of the two activities to increase PA were not assessed.

Ranking of activity preferences of the LiFE activities was documented asking: “Please name your three favorite LiFE activities”. The activity leaning forwards and backwards as well as sideways, stepping over objects forwards and backwards as well as sideways, standing and walking on toes and standing and walking on heels were merged. If fewer than three responses were given or an answer was not assignable to one of the LiFE activities, it was counted as missing. In case of more than three mentioned activities, only the first three were counted. All other variables of content evaluation are listed in Table 1.

Dose-Response Analysis
Dose/Predictors of Response
The dose is a specified quantity or amount of a therapeutic agent, such as a training intervention, prescribed to be taken at stated intervals. In addition, we assumed that the safety, the degree of physical exertion (training intensity) and the integrability of LiFE activities into daily routines have an effect on adherence and thus on the frequency of activity implementation. Therefore, in our analysis the dose and the predictors of response are defined by the parameters listed in Table 2.
Response

For dose-response analysis three clinical outcomes were selected to analyze clinical improvement. Each of the three domains on which the original LiFE program is based – balance, strength and PA - was covered.

The 8 Level Balance Scale (8 LBS)\textsuperscript{16} was used to assess higher level balance. It is an extended version of the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) balance component\textsuperscript{39} to assess hierarchically static balance incorporating challenging tasks at a higher level. Four different standing positions (narrow based, semi-tandem, tandem and one leg stand) should be held for 15 seconds, first with eyes open and then eyes closed. Arms are folded across in front of the chest. The next more challenging position is only taken if the previous position was completed successfully (15 seconds). The last successfully completed level is rated (maximum score: 8 points). In contrast to the version of Clemson et al.,\textsuperscript{16} in the present study the 8th level (“one leg stand with cognitive distracter”) was omitted and in accordance with the other positions the position “semi-tandem stand” was also carried out with eyes closed.

The 30 second chair stand (30 CS)\textsuperscript{40} was used to assess functional strength. Participants are asked to sit down on a chair without armrest. Arms are folded across in front of their chest. After the start signal, participants get up and sit down again as often as possible within 30 seconds. The response is defined by the number of repetitions within the 30 seconds.

---

**Table 1** Variables Description of Content Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Specific Question</th>
<th>Answer Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived safety while performing the LiFE activities</td>
<td>“How safe did you feel when performing the LiFE activities on your own?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very unsafe” (6) to “very safe” (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived degree of physical exertion of the LiFE activities (intensity)</td>
<td>“How physically exhausting did you find the LiFE activities?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very exhausting” (6) to “very easy” (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to integrate the LiFE activities into daily routine</td>
<td>“How easy or difficult did you find it to incorporate the LiFE activities into your everyday life?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very hard” (6) to “very easy” (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived safety of the LiFE program</td>
<td>“How safe did you feel when you performing the LiFE activities in the group/during home visits?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very unsafe” (6) to “very safe” (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of the LiFE program</td>
<td>“Overall, what grade would you give to the group/individual LiFE program?”</td>
<td>School grades “very good” (1) to “insufficient” (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Variables Description of Dose-Response Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Specific Question</th>
<th>Answer Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity frequency</td>
<td>“Did you perform the LiFE activity (for example tandem stand) regularly in the past four weeks?” “And if yes, on how many days per week did you perform the LiFE activity?”</td>
<td>“yes” or “no” On “one” to “seven” day(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of LiFE activities</td>
<td>“How safe did you feel when performing the LiFE activities on your own?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very unsafe” (6) to “very safe” (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of physical exertion (intensity)</td>
<td>“How physically exhausting did you find the LiFE activities?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very exhausting” (6) to “very easy” (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrability of LiFE activities</td>
<td>“How easy or difficult did you find it to incorporate the LiFE activities into your everyday life?”</td>
<td>6-point Likert-Scale “very hard” (6) to “very easy” (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: LiFE, Lifestyle integrated Functional Exercise.
To assess changes in PA “activPAL4™ micro” accelerometers (PAL Technologies Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland) were attached to participants’ central front thigh to continuously measure PA under “free-living” conditions for seven days. The device has shown good to excellent reliability and validity. Given that walking activity can be seen as high risk PA when it comes to falling, PA was operationalized as mean steps per day in this study.

**Intervention**

The LiFE program consists of specific principles and activities to improve balance, increase muscle strength of the lower extremities and reduce sedentariness while increasing PA embedded within daily routine. Rather than a prescribed set of exercise perform several times a week, the LiFE activities should be done many times during daily routines.

Both LiFE formats include three different balance principles named 1) “reducing base of support”, 2) “shifting weight and moving to the limits of stability” and 3) “stepping over objects” as well as seven balance activities as strategies to improve balance. Prescribed activities incorporating the first balance principle are tandem stand, tandem walk and one leg stand. Leaning forwards, backwards and from side to side can be assigned to the second balance principle and stepping over objects forwards, backwards and side to side to the third balance principle. Strategies to increase strength include six strength principles named “increase the number of time using a muscle”, “move slowly”, “use fewer muscles to move the same weight”, “increase the amount of weight”, “increase the range of motion” and “pause shortly during movement” and nine strength activities. These are bend your knees/squatting, sit to stand, standing or walking on toes, standing or walking on heels, stairclimbing, move sideways and tighten muscles (for example move ankles while sitting). Additionally, there are two more principles to increase PA and reduce sedentariness: “walk more” and “sit less”.

Next to the LiFE activities and LiFE principles, the LiFE program includes a behavioral change model for implementing new habits within selected situational contexts that serve as prompts turning intentions into actions.

Trained instructors delivered the same content as in the original LiFE program and the previous pilot study based on the LiFE activities and LiFE principles as well as behavior change strategies for habit formation. Like the original LiFE program, the individual LiFE format (LiFE) was delivered via seven one-to-one home visits at participants’ homes while the group LiFE format (gLiFE) was delivered via seven group sessions with 8–12 participants by two trainers (one main and one co-trainer) per group. At the end of the 7th session, the participants of both formats were to finalize their set of LiFE activities for their individual training program. In both formats, participants received two additional booster phone calls four and ten weeks after the last intervention session.

**Statistical Analysis**

**Descriptive Analysis**

Descriptive analysis was conducted for age (in years), sex, number of fallers (fall in the last 6 months before baseline and fall frequency) and cognitive status (Montreal Cognitive Assessment score) at T1. Since all analyses of this paper are secondary analyses of the LiFE-is-LiFE trial which was not powered for these secondary analyses no calculation of significance are carried out.

**Content Evaluation**

All parameters were reported as total number with percentage difference between both formats or mean and standard deviation (SD).

**Dose-Response Analysis**

The dose-response analysis is presented graphically using radar charts. For the subgroup radar charts, the six-/eight-point Likert scale of the individual items were divided into dichotomous groups by median split.

Due to the special approach of the LiFE program, integrating the LiFE activities into everyday life and training is not structured, for example in sets of 30/45/60 minutes Clemson et al assumed that 0–3 days per week performing LiFE activities correspond to 0–1 days of training in a structured training program. In this way, it can be substantiated why participants who performed the LiFE balance/strength activities less than 4 days per week, are classified as non-to-low
(balance-/strength-) performers. Accordingly, participants who performed the LiFE balance/strength activities for 4–7 days per week can be compared with people who carry out a structured training program at 2–3 days per week and considered medium-to-high (balance-/strength) performers.16

All participants who felt “very safe” (1), “safe” (2) or “slightly safe” (3) during LiFE activities at home were considered as safe performers. All other participants were considered as unsafe-performers (“slightly unsafe” (4), “unsafe” (5) or “very unsafe” (6)). All participants who found the LiFE activities “very easy” (1), “easy” (2) or “slightly easy” (3) to perform/to integrate into daily routine were considered as not-exhausted-performers/performers with an easy integration. All other participants were considered as exhausted-performers/performers struggling with integration (“slightly exhausting/hard” (4), “exhausting/hard” (5) or “very exhausting/hard” (6)).

For comparing the values by radar charts, data were z-transformed in SPSS. All statistics and outcome analyses were performed using SPSS Version 23 (IBM Corporation, 2016, Armonk, NY, USA). Radar charts were created in Microsoft Excel (Version 2010).

Results
Descriptive Analysis
In total n = 310 participants were recruited and n= 309 participants completed the baseline assessment (T1). Before T2, n= 25 participants withdrew in gLiFE, n= 19 in LiFE. Two gLiFE participants and eleven LiFE participants did not complete the questionnaire analyzed in this study and were excluded from analysis. In total, n= 252 participants (gLiFE n= 126, LiFE n= 126) with a mean age of 78.6 years (range 69–95 years) were included in this analysis. Participants’ baseline characteristics are listed in Table 3.

Content Evaluation
The descriptive results of the content evaluation regarding chosen LiFE activities are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

In total, participants had the opportunity to perform 16 LiFE activities - seven balance and nine strength activities. On average, gLiFE participants performed 11.18 (3.97) LiFE activities per week and LiFE participants 11.20 (3.62) LiFE activities per week. In gLiFE, the most frequently performed balance activities were the one leg stand and the tandem stand (Table 2). Likewise, LiFE participants performed the one leg stand and the leaning forwards/backwards most often. Regarding strength, stairclimbing was the most common LiFE activity in both formats (Table 2). There was no percentage difference > 10% between the formats based on the frequency of the

### Table 3 Participants’ Baseline Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>gLiFE</th>
<th>LiFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects (n)</strong></td>
<td>252</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>78.6 ± 5.2</td>
<td>78.7 ± 5.6</td>
<td>78.6 ± 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>69–95</td>
<td>69–93</td>
<td>70–95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female [n] (%)</td>
<td>192 (76.2%)</td>
<td>94 (74.6%)</td>
<td>98 (77.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faller* [n] (%)</td>
<td>101 (40.1%)</td>
<td>54 (42.9%)</td>
<td>47 (37.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency of falls in past 6 months</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.6 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA score (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>26.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>25.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>26.1 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *fall in the past 6 months*

**Abbreviations:** n, Number; SD, Standard deviation; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
chosen single activities except for tandem stand. 15.1% more gLiFE participants performed the tandem stand than LiFE participants (Table 4).

Activity preferences documented by the question: “Please name your three favorite LiFE activities” of the LiFE activities are presented in Figure 1.

Table 4 Content Evaluation – Frequency of the Chosen Balance and Strength Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects (n)</th>
<th>gLiFE</th>
<th>LiFE</th>
<th>Δ%*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean frequency [activity per week]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance [n] (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>4.81 ± 2.09</td>
<td>4.79 ± 1.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength [n] (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>6.37 ± 2.18</td>
<td>6.40 ± 2.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total [n] (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>11.18 ± 3.97</td>
<td>11.20 ± 3.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total frequency [participants selected balance activities] | | | |
| One leg stand [n] | 95 | 97 | −1.6% |
| Tandem stand [n] | 95 | 76 | 15.1% |
| Leaning sideways [n] | 89 | 94 | −4.0% |
| Leaning forwards/ backwards [n] | 88 | 97 | −7.2% |
| Tandem walk [n] | 87 | 80 | 5.6% |
| Stepping over objects forwards/ backwards [n] | 83 | 94 | −8.7% |
| Stepping over objects sideways [n] | 69 | 66 | 2.4% |

| Total frequency [participants selected strength activities] | | | |
| Stair climbing [n] | 117 | 116 | 0.8% |
| Sit to stand [n] | 107 | 112 | −4.0% |
| Standing on toes [n] | 103 | 101 | 1.6% |
| Tighten muscles [n] | 97 | 102 | −4.0% |
| Walking on toes [n] | 86 | 80 | 4.8% |
| Squats [n] | 86 | 75 | 8.8% |
| Move leg sideways (walking) [n] | 77 | 88 | −8.7% |
| Standing on heels [n] | 66 | 68 | −1.6% |
| Walking on heels [n] | 64 | 65 | −1.1% |

Abbreviations: n, Number; SD, Standard deviation; *Percentage difference between gLiFE and LiFE.

Table 5 Content Evaluation – Safety of the LiFE Activities and Format, Degree of Physical Exertion, Ability to Integrate the LiFE Activities into Daily Routine and Acceptance of Both LiFE Formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>gLiFE Mean ± SD</th>
<th>LiFE Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety of the activities</td>
<td>“How safe did you feel when performing the LiFE activities on your own?”</td>
<td>2.21 (0.83)</td>
<td>1.96 (0.75)</td>
<td>6 (very unsafe) to 1 (very safe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“How physically exhausting did you find the LiFE activities?”</td>
<td>3.49 (1.02)</td>
<td>3.37 (1.14)</td>
<td>6 (very exhausting) to 1 (very easy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“How easy or difficult did you find it to incorporate the LiFE activities into your everyday life?”</td>
<td>3.25 (0.95)</td>
<td>2.92 (0.95)</td>
<td>6 (very hard) to 1 (very easy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of the LiFE Program</td>
<td>“How safe did you feel when you did the LiFE activities in the group/during home visits?”</td>
<td>1.79 (0.78)</td>
<td>1.53 (0.75)</td>
<td>6 (very unsafe) to 1 (very safe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of the LiFE program</td>
<td>“Overall, what grade would you give the LiFE program?”</td>
<td>1.62 (0.73)</td>
<td>1.56 (0.54)</td>
<td>6 (insufficient) to 1 (very good)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SD, Standard deviation.
Standing or walking on toes (strength LiFE activity) was rated as the favourite LiFE activity in both formats. Tandem walk was the favourite balance LiFE activity in both formats. It was ranked 2nd for gLiFE and 4th for LiFE participants. Sit to stand was ranked 3rd for gLiFE and 2nd for LiFE. The activities to increase PA were located on the last two places in both formats (Figure 1).

Mean and SD for the items on content evaluation regarding perceived safety during LiFE activities, perceived degree of physical exertion of the LiFE activities (intensity) and the ability to integrate the LiFE activities into daily routine as well as perceived safety and acceptance of the LiFE program are displayed in Table 5. The majority of the participants in both groups reported they felt “safe (2)” while performing the LiFE activities on their own. gLiFE and LiFE participants classified the LiFE activities between “slightly physically exhausting (4)” and “slightly easy (3)”. Participants of both groups reported that it was “slightly easy (3)” to incorporate the LiFE activities into their everyday life. The safety of the LiFE program was reported as “safe (2)” by participants of both formats. Moreover, the acceptability of the LiFE program was rated as “very good (1)” to “good (2)” by gLiFE and LiFE participants. (Table 3). On average LiFE participants felt marginally safer while performing the LiFE activities both on their own and during home visits. Additionally, for LiFE participants it was marginally easier to incorporate LiFE activities into their daily routine and the LiFE activities were less physically exhausting (Table 5).

| Table 6 Dose-Response Analysis – Difference in Clinical Response Between gLiFE and LiFE |
|---------------------------------|---------|---------|
| **Balance**                     |         |         |
| 8 LBS T₁ [score] (mean ± SD)    | gLiFE   | 4.4 ± 1.4 |
| 8 LBS T₂ [score] (mean ± SD)    |         | 4.7 ± 1.5 |
| 8 LBS T₂ [score] (mean ± SD)    | LiFE    | 4.2 ± 1.5 |
| **Strength**                    |         |         |
| 30 CS T₁ [rep] (mean ± SD)      | gLiFE   | 8.9 ± 3.2 |
| 30 CS T₂ [rep] (mean ± SD)      |         | 9.9 ± 4.1 |
| 30 CS T₂ [rep] (mean ± SD)      | LiFE    | 9.1 ± 4.0 |
| 30 CS T₂ [rep] (mean ± SD)      |         | 9.5 ± 4.3 |
| **Physical activity**           |         |         |
| No. of steps/day T₁ (mean ± SD) | gLiFE   | 5654.5 ± 2805.4 |
| No. of steps/day T₂ (mean ± SD) |         | 6874.6 ± 2939.6 |
| No. of steps/day T₂ (mean ± SD) | LiFE    | 5859.9 ± 3028.3 |
| No. of steps/day T₂ (mean ± SD) |         | 6199.3 ± 2922.7 |

**Abbreviations:** 8 LBS, 8 Level Balance Scale; SD, Standard deviation; 30 CS, 30sec Chair Stand; rep, repetitions; No., number.
Figure 2: Radar charts of dose/predictors of response and response.

Notes: A, radar chart LiFE formats T₁; B, radar chart LiFE formats T₂; C, radar chart balance-performers T₂; D, radar chart strength-performers T₂; E, radar chart safety of the LiFE activities T₂; F, radar chart degree of physical exertion T₂; G, radar chart integrability of the LiFE activities T₂. 8 LBS, 8 Level Balance Scale; 30 CS, 30 seconds Chair Stand; rep, repetitions; No. of steps/day, number of steps per day; n, number; T₁, Baseline; T₂, 6 months Follow-up assessment.
Dose-Response Analysis

In Table 6 the clinical responses for balance, strength and PA are listed.

There is a functional improvement in all three domains in both groups, except for 8 LBS score in the LiFE group (Table 6). Figures 2 shows the functional change regarding the selected balance, strength, and PA parameters (response) in relation to the dose/predictors of response parameters of both LiFE formats.

Medium-to-high-balance-performers (practicing balance activities on ≥ 4 days per week) performed better in the balance and PA domain compared to non-to-low-balance-performers (practicing balance activities on less than 4 days per week) (Figure 2C). Medium-to-high-strength-performers (practicing strength activities on ≥ 4 days per week) performed better in all three domains compared to non-to-low-strength-performers (practicing strength activities on less than 4 days per week) (Figure 2D). Participants who rated the activities as safe performed also better in all three domains compared to those participants who rated the activities as not safe (Figure 2E). Additionally, participants who classified the activities as not exhausting performed better in all three domains (Figure 2F). Participants who had no difficulty to integrate the activities into their lives performed better in the balance and strength domain compared to those who had difficulties (Figure 2G).

Discussion

Within the LiFE-is-LiFE project14,26 the evidenced-based LiFE program was adapted from an individually-delivered home exercise program to a group-based format. The present study is a supplementary analysis to the main results.26 Analyses of intervention content regarding LiFE activity frequency, perceived safety during LiFE program and activities, perceived degree of physical exertion (intensity) of the LiFE activities, potential for integration into daily routine as well as acceptance of both LiFE formats and subsequent changes in selected clinical outcomes like balance (8 LBS), strength (30 CS) and PA (steps/day) were carried out. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in-depth analysis of the LiFE program content in particular but also for lifestyle-integrated prevention programs for older adults in general. It is also the first analysis of the relationship between predictors of training response for the different LiFE formats and the clinical outcomes in terms of functional improvement in balance, strength and PA (dose-response analysis).

Content Evaluation

Although the focus of fall prevention regularly lies on activities to improve balance,45 LiFE focus more on strength activities. Accordingly, LiFE provide seven balance activities compared to nine strength activities. Regardless of the number of provided activities participants of the present study had the choice how many and which of the LiFE activities they would try to integrate permanently into their lives. Participants of both formats chose mostly strength instead of balance activities. In a previous pilot study, participants reported that strength activities were “easy to integrate into everyday life”.23 This could be one reason why strength activities were chosen more frequently compared to balance activities. In addition, most frequently performed strength activities are activities that are usually carried out in everyday life (stair climbing and sit to stand), suggesting participants could just continue with their daily routine but perform those movements more consciously.

Considering the total number of LiFE activities selected, it is noticeable that more than two thirds of the available LiFE activities were actually performed and reported by the participants in both formats, suggesting that the activities of the LiFE program seem appropriate for the age and target group in both formats. Participants of both formats performed on average 11.2 out of 16 LiFE activities per week, which is in line with pilot results from another study.23 The structure of both LiFE formats scheduled the integration of two out of four LiFE activities in the first three training sessions plus two more with each session until session six. In this way, 12 out of 18 LiFE activities (including two activities to increase PA) were tried to integrate after seven sessions. Hence, study participants of both formats have nearly maintained the number of different LiFE activities integrated after seven sessions (11 weeks) over the six-month period.

Assuming that the participants have not only performed the LiFE activities in the last four weeks as reported in the questionnaire, but already regularly since the seventh session, the activities were performed over a period of more than three months (> 90 days). According to Lally et al,46 it takes on average 66 days (18–254 days) to form a new habit.46 It
is possible that in our study, gLiFE and LiFE participants may have performed the LiFE activities habitually, at least to a certain extent. The formation of habits depends on various factors, including intra-personal characteristics, the desired behavior and the external circumstances. Previous studies on habit formation found that missing a chance to perform the desired behavior does not have a direct negative effect on the habit formation process. So, if gLiFE and LiFE participants forgot to do a LiFE activity as planned in a certain situation once, habit formation might not have been disrupted. Other studies on basis of the LiFE-is-LiFE trial explore the issue of habit formation in the LiFE intervention in more detail.

Frequency of execution of the activities was nearly similar in both formats. For the balance component, gLiFE participants selected tandem stand and one leg stand most frequently. The tandem stand was actually selected more often (+15.1%) by gLiFE participants than LiFE participants. The more frequent selection in gLiFE may be based on group dynamics. One gLiFE participant chooses the tandem stand, which is one of the most plagiaristic LiFE activities, and reports about it in the group. As a result, other LiFE participants decide to do this exercise as well. LiFE participants in turn chose leaning forwards/backwards/sideways and one leg stand most often. One leg stand and tandem stand are static balance activities, which were reported by the participants of two pilot studies as “easy to incorporate into everyday life”. Activities that can be easily incorporated into everyday life were perceived as most beneficial and were therefore probably selected most frequently in this study. For the strength component, stair climbing and sit to stand were performed most often in both groups. Overall, the distribution of frequencies is generally very evenly spread over all LiFE activities, suggesting that all LiFE activities are considered feasible and useful from the target population in both formats and therefore still performed after six months.

The ranking of the favorite LiFE activities was nearly equal in gLiFE and LiFE but differs largely from the ranking in a previous pilot study. Standing or walking on toes, which was the favorite LiFE activity in both formats in our study, was rated 12th or 15th place in the pilot study. On the other hand, in the pilot study, the one leg stand was on first place but was rated fifth place in both formats in our study. Only the second place of the pilot study (stairclimbing) also landed relatively far ahead in our ranking. Those differences could be due to differences between samples, for example age group and different daily routine due to age, gender or cultural aspects as participants of the pilot study were compared to this study sample on average about 12 years younger. The one leg stand is a very demanding LiFE activity and could therefore have ended up further behind in the ranking even if it was selected most (LiFE) or second most frequently (gLiFE) by participants. Standing and walking on toes is a strength activity that is relatively easy to perform, which in turn may have demanded too little from the younger target group of the pilot study but better fit to this study sample. Considering the ranking of the LiFE activities, it is also noticeable that the ranking did not necessarily correspond to the actual selected and performed activities. One reason for the difference between the ranking and the actual selected and performed activities could be that participants consider activities as helpful and performance-enhancing because the activities are more challenging (for example one leg stand) but those for the same reason are not among their favorite activities. Participants may have performed those LiFE activities just for anticipated health benefits. Another reason could be the order of introduction of the LiFE activities in the seven sessions. The tandem stand, which is performed most frequently by the gLiFE participants as a balance activity, is taught during the first session. The participants therefore have a lot of time to integrate the tandem stand into their everyday life and to receive feedback during following sessions compared to activities which were introduced in later sessions. For example, the one leg stand is introduced in the fifth session. Therefore, participants have less time to incorporate this balance activity into their everyday life under supervision of trainers compared to the tandem stand. However, this activity is performed most frequently by the LiFE participants. This in turn could indicate that activities, which are introduced towards the end of the seven sessions, are more likely to be remembered and are therefore carried out more frequently. Ultimately, no clear connection between the order of introduction and activity frequency can be derived. Further reasons could be the feeling of safety while performing the individual activities or the integrability into everyday life. However, these two factors were not analyzed based on individual activities in the present study.

Even if the participants of both formats generally felt safe during the intervention sessions and when performing the LiFE activities independently, LiFE participants felt marginally “safer” in performing the LiFE activities in both
Participants of both formats rated the intensity of the LiFE activities as “slightly easy/physically exhausting”. On the one hand, this suggests that the activities were explained well to the participants and on adequate level of difficulty. On the other hand, this could also indicate that the participants performed the activities at a difficulty level that was too low for them. Consequently, participants might not have exploited the potential of the LiFE program fully due to a too low training stimulus. This assumption is also supported by a focus group analysis of a previous pilot study, in which participants stated that the intensity “was slightly too low” and that the strength activities could be “a bit more challenging”.

Additionally, participants of both formats rated the LiFE activities in general as “slightly easy to integrate into everyday life”, thereby the LiFE program meets older adults’ need for embeddable activities into daily routine. LiFE participants rated the LiFE activities marginally more often as “easy to integrate” compared to gLiFE participants. This could be because the LiFE participants performed the activities directly in their own home environment during home visits and did not have to imagine and visualize the implementation of the activities in their everyday lives at home like gLiFE participants had to.

Moreover, the participants of both LiFE formats graded the LiFE program as “good”, indicating that both formats were highly accepted by participants. Thus, the statement of the participants of two previous pilot studies, who would recommend the LiFE program to a friend and the positive attitude towards both LiFE formats can be confirmed.

Recapitulatory the content evaluation support the results of the non-inferiority analysis and show that both LiFE formats are nearly similar.

**Dose-Response Analysis**

Regarding the results of Baseline (T1) and Follow-up assessment (T2), participants of both formats could improve in all three domains expect LiFE participants in the balance domain presented by the 8 LBS. These results suggest that participants from both formats have benefited from the LiFE program. On average, the LiFE participants were able to maintain their starting value in the 8 LBS over a period of 6 months, which can be regarded as a success in this age group.

In line with literature, medium-to-high-balance performers (n= 109) scored better in balance and PA domain compared to those who performed the balance activities less frequently (n=143). It is assumed that an impaired balance leads to avoidance of activities and results in a low habitual PA level and a sedentary behavior. Conversely, it can be assumed that balance training and improved balance leads to more PA. The strength activities are not only selected more frequently compared to balance activities, but also performed by more participants on more than four days per week (n=157 vs n=95) for the same reason that was already mentioned above – they were “easy to integrate into everyday life”. Several studies prove that older adults could realize several physiological benefits by undertaking strength training. Accordingly, the more frequent conduct of strength activities for the lower extremities leads to more muscle strength and thus a better result in the 30 CS test. There is also evidence in the literature that strength training in older adults not only enhances strength but also improves balance and physical activity.

The majority of the participants (n= 237) felt confident performing the activities, which indicates good acceptance and introduction of the LiFE activities by the trainers. Additionally those participants who felt “rather unsafe” (n= 15) in performing the LiFE activities on their own performed worse in all three domains than the participants who felt “safe”. One possible explanation for this could be training inside their “comfort zone”. Subjects who felt “unsafe” may have trained at a less demanding level of difficulty because they were slowed down by their insecurity (for example balance training without support of the hands) and hampered by fear (for example fear of falling), thus had a lower exercise self-efficacy and therefore could not set any effective training stimulus to challenge their strength and balance enough. Trainers should encourage participants to push themselves to their limits and challenge themselves. They should explain to the participants that progress can only be achieved through challenging training on a regular basis. About half of all participants rate the activities as exhausting (n= 128) and half as not exhausting (n=124), which is in line with a previous study. This suggests that the LiFE activities are appropriate for the target population in terms of difficulty. However,
when tailoring the program, care should be taken to ensure that all participants are able to adapt the activities to their individual level of difficulty and training progress. The facts that those participants who found the LiFE activities rather “not exhausting”, performed better in all three domains could be explained by the fact that those participants had a higher level at the beginning of the study and could keep this training level. It is also possible, that they already improved their motor capacity within the 6 months and then at reassessment ($T_2$) the activities were classified as “not exhausting” anymore. The participants who did not improve that much until $T_2$, however, possibly found the activities rather “exhausting”.

The probability that the activities were carried out more frequently, more consistently and possibly more precisely is high if they were classified as “easy to integrate into everyday life”. Almost two thirds of the participants state that the activities can be easily integrated into everyday life ($n= 163$). Those participants who found it “hard to integrate the activities into everyday life” ($n= 89$) walked more steps per day (PA domain) compared to the participants who rated the LiFE activities as “easy to integrate into everyday life”. This could be because participants who had difficulties integrating balance and strength activities into daily routine focused on being more physically active instead. If those participants, for example, went shopping by foot instead of by car, as recommended in the LiFE program, PA can be integrated into daily life without requiring much additional time.$^{23}$

**Limitations**

One limitation is that the frequency of the performed LiFE activities was analyzed at one time point ($T_2$) and retrospectively for the last four weeks. As behaviors that occur frequently, such as the LiFE activities, are unlikely to be specifically present in memory in the long term$^{61}$ precise tracking of which LiFE activity were carried out each week over the 6-month period is prone to errors. In addition, it is a self-reported, non-validated questionnaire and the participants may have been influenced by the social desirability of the answers.$^{55}$ Participants may have reported more activities than they actually performed and the number of reported days per week on which the LiFE activities were performed may differ from the actual days. An average value for the last four weeks was requested and individual implementation of the activities could differ greatly in the individual weeks and vary due to illness or pain, for example. No monitoring was carried out to check whether the participants actually performed the activities at home as indicated. Statements on the frequency of the activities to increase PA could not be made, as these were not reported in the questionnaire. Only the average number of steps per day at the two time points $T_1$ and $T_2$ could be evaluated here. Since the results in this paper are secondary analyses and the LiFE-is-LiFE trial was only powered for main analysis, no statements about statistical significance can be made in this paper.

**Conclusion**

This paper provides important insights beyond the primary outcomes of the LiFE-is-LiFE trial, that is, what are predictors and which training dose is necessary to achieve the measured functional improvements in balance, strength and PA. The participants succeeded in safely integrating the LiFE activities into their everyday lives. They appreciated the LiFE program, which was found to be slightly exhausting on average. As there are similar results for gLiFE and LiFE in terms of functional response, individual preferences based on delivery format should be taken into account in order to convey the program with the highest possible motivation. In order to achieve the best possible results in the areas of balance, strength and PA, the LiFE activities should be provided in such a way that the participants feel confident and safe while performing those activities. For participants with balance deficits and limited PA, the focus should also be on performing balance activities on four days or more per week in addition to strength training. Moreover, trainers should enable participants to push themselves to their limits and challenge themselves. This could make the program even more specific to peoples’ training level and possibly increase positive training effects.

**Abbreviations**

LiFE, Lifestyle integrated Functional Exercise; gLiFE, group LiFE; LiFE, individual delivered LiFE; PA, physical activity; 8 LBS, 8 Level balance scale; 30 CS, 30 seconds chair stand.
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